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1. Widget's description 

The widget is an utility which offers graphic functionalities to do selection of seats in easy way, using renders from 
Onebox's system, and also allow manage promotions linked to selected seats. 
 
In this second version we can find a responsive widget which will adapt any device's screen. 
 

1.1 Detail of functionalities 

 
• Seat selection 
• Apply promotions 
• Responsive component, adaptable to all devices 
• Configurable (attribut detailled in section 2) 
• Graphic Venue and non-graphic Venue 



 

 

 

Fig.1. Desktop view – Graphic Venue 



 

 

Fig.2. Desktop view – Non-graphic Venue 



 

 

Fig.3. Mobile view – Graphic Venue 
 
 



 

 

Fig.4. Mobile view – Non-Graphic Venue 



 

 

2. Steps for integration 

In order to integrate widget with your site, you should follow 2 easy steps as follow. 
 

2.1. Add in HEAD 

You need add between <head>...</head> following code: 
 

 
ID Description 

channelname Given name to the channel in Onebox's platform 
 
 

2.2. Add in the BODY 

In page's body, between tags <body>...</body>, you need add <div> to contain widget and needed attributes. 
 

 

 



 

 

Table of attributes' details 

ID Description Values Required Editable 

id Unique identifier of 
container 

 ü ü 

class Class of container “ob-widget” ü û 

data-module Identifier of Venue's 
widget 

“ob-venue-widget” ü û 

data-channel Channel's name  ü ü 

data-eventid Event identifier  ü ü 

data-sessionid Session identifier  ü ü 

data-language Language code  ü ü 

data-hidepriceinfo 
(fig.1) 

Hide slider and price 
dropdown 

Default: false 
Hide: true û ü 

data-hidepricesbox 
(fig.1) 

Hide price dropdown Default: false 
Hide: true û ü 

data-version Widget's version “2” ü û 

data-activatesales 
(fig.1) 

Activate promotion 
block 

Default: false 
Hide: true û ü 

data-forceview Force default view of 
venue 

Default: 0 
Desktop: 1 
Mobile: 2 û ü 

Data-hidemaxtickets 
(fig.1) 

Hide information 
about limit of tickets 
can buy 

Default: false 
Hide: true û ü 

Data-token Token of shopping 
cart of REST2 

 û ü 

 



 

 

3. Steps for Execution 

3.1. Widget Load 

 
To load widget we need use following javascript call . This call should execute when we have HTML element container 
of widget loaded and visible, otherwise it won't respond correctly and widget won't show. 
 

 
ID Description Example 

containerId ID of div container widget-container 
 
NOTE: If we try to access Widget with a unavailable session, because  it's not selling or channel is not autorized to sell 
it, it will show an error message “Unavailable session”. 
 

3.2. Listen to Events 

Venue's widget have 3 event which you can subscribe to receive information: 

1. Shopping cart's Update 

 
If customer subcribes this event, you will get information everytime shopping cart changes (adding seats, remove seats, 
applying promotions, etc). 
 

 

See complete JSON at ANNEX 1 
 



 

 

2. Shopping cart is expired 

 
The customer subscribe, when shopping cart expires, customer will get a notification of event “cart/expired”. 
 

 

3. Seat selection with blocking promotion 

 
If customer subscribes to this event, customer will receive information if selected seat are associated to blocking 
promotion/s (promotion which must apply to continue). 
 

 



 

 

ANNEX 1 

The object which represents shopping cart in the property e.data of subscriber presents following structure: 

 
 



 

 

 



 

 

ANNEX 2 

The safari browser (mac/iphone) have, by default, a privacy policy more restrictive than the rest of browsers.  This 
blocks cookies from third party domain at Safari. Safari consider a domain is from third party when the user doesn't 
have any cookie of this domain saved in memory, and this domain is trying to load in an iframe (in stead of a direct load 
from url). 
 
To avoid this problem a walkaround is implemented, if widget detect that it can't write its cookies (which is needed to 
work correctly) in the browser, it will show following warning message. 
 

 
If safari user click on the link it will open a pop-up which will stablish settings to allow cookies write from domain of 


